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Dear readers,

Covid-19 has been the dominant theme of the 2020 fiscal year across 
all industries, leaving behind a largely crisis-ridden automotive indus-
try. The new year 2021 continues to be strongly influenced by Corona 
and this condition will not change quickly. At the same time, there are 
certainly winners of the crisis in the vehicle market. These include both 
the bicycle and caravanning industries, which we would like to report 
on in this special newsletter. 

Parallels can be drawn in both sectors, both in terms of development 
prospects and in terms of the lessons that can be learned from the very 
beginning of the corona crisis. 

What both sectors have in common is that, after initial difficulties, posi-
tive medium- to long-term growth prospects have been and will con-
tinue to be fueled by the corona crisis. In the long run, the success of 
both industries is due to changed customer requirements and political 
framework conditions of the mobility market, especially with regard to 
the increased use of more sustainable, CO2-efficient means of transport 
and the desire for individual and self-sufficient mobility and travel. In 
the short term, corona-related factors include the need to keep social 
distance, reduce the risk of infection and move around, travel and stay 
overnight with as little contact with other people as possible.  

The bicycle as well as mobile homes and caravans fulfill these require-
ments very well, the future looks accordingly rosy. It is now necessary 
to realize the growth prospects, i.e. to invest in production and logistics 
capacities. Similarly, manufacturers and retailers should make their 
international supply chains more crisis-proof in future. Delivery failures 
and delays, such as those triggered in February/March 2020 by the 
corona crisis in China, should be minimized as far as possible.    

Miebach Consulting is happy to support you in all topics concerning 
production, logistics and supply chain management in the bicycle and 
caravanning industry - please contact us. 

With kind regards

Christian Wibbe, Dirk Rohde and Dr. Nico Herz

Foreword

Christian Wibbe 
Head of Business Unit 
Automotive & Industry

Dirk Rohde 
Head of Market Segment Automotive

Trends 
Current developments

In times of Corona, means of transport beyond public 
transportation and private vehicles that allow social 
distancing are booming. The clear winners of the 
crisis in this context are the caravanning and bicycle 
industries, which are now receiving an additional 
boost in addition to the already good medium to 
long-term growth forecasts. In the following, current 
developments in both sectors are described.

Bicycle industry 

The bicycle industry has been on a steep growth 
path for years. In 2019, a total of 4.3 million bicycles 
and e-bikes were sold - an increase of 3.1% over the 
previous year. Sales rose by 34% to €4.2 billion in 
the same period. The significant increase in sales is 
mainly due to the disproportionate growth of e-bikes 
and the associated higher prices per bike. At €982 
per bike, this was approximately 30% higher than 
the previous year‘s figures. All in all, the bicycle is 
increasingly being used as a means of recreation, but 
especially for daily commuting - to work, to the day-
care center, to school, or as a feeder to the train and 
public transport system. It represents a health-pro-
moting, CO2-efficient way of getting around and 
is an important component of sustainable mobility 
concepts. (https://www.ziv-zweirad.de/fileadmin/
redakteure/Downloads/PDFs/PM_2020_11.03._Fahr-
rad-_und_E-Bike_Markt_2019.pdf)

In 2020, the growth course could be continued partly 
despite and partly because of Corona. After an initial 
slump in production and sales in February and March 
due to (1) interrupted supply chains from China/Asia 
and (2) the stationary bicycle trade affected by the 

nationwide lockdown, the bicycle developed over 
the course of the year into the absolute crisis winner 
amongst means of transport. The reasons for this are 
manifold. Firstly, the bicycle offers the possibility 
of „infection-proof“ public transport. At the same 
time, after the lockdown there is an increased need 
for exercise in the fresh air. Bicycle trips in your 
own country also represent an alternative vacation 
program without having to travel to foreign high-risk 
areas. (https://www.ziv-zweirad.de/fileadmin/reda-
kteure/Downloads/PDFs/PM_2020_02.09._Fahrrad-
markt_Stimmungsbarometer_1._HJ_2020.pdf)

Caravanning

The market for motor homes and caravans has also 
been growing for years. There are currently around 
1.3 million motor homes and caravans in Germany 
- a record increase of 7% compared to the previous 
year.

The causes for this continuous trend are to be found 
in an increased need for self-determined, indepen-
dent travel, which is spontaneously and flexibly pos-
sible. (https://www.civd.de/artikel/studien/). Younger 
buyers especially want to use mobile living and car-
avans not only for longer vacations, but increasingly 
also for leisure activities on weekends and in every-
day life. In addition, caravanning is more CO2-ef-
ficient and sustainable than travelling by plane. 
(https://www.handelsblatt.com/unternehmen/indus-
trie/caravan-salon-homeoffice-auf-raedern-absatz-
rekord-bei-caravans-und-reisemobilen/26163110.
html)

Crisis winners in step: The bicycle and caravanning industry is on a 
growth path but should prepare its supply chains for the next crisis.

Dr. Nico Herz 
Senior Consultant

Continued on page 4...
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Trends and current developments
...Continued from page 3

The Corona crisis has given the caravanning market 
an additional push year to date. During the initial 
lockdown in spring 2020, dealers had to contend 
with a slump in demand, similar to the bicycle mar-
ket. Manufacturers had to stop production, partly 
due to missing parts, partly due to lack of demand. 
Demand then picked up strongly in the summer. 
Self-sufficient locomotion and in particular the abili-
ty to avoid hotels, restaurants, and crowds of people 
make caravanning an very low infection-risk form of 
travel. At the same time, the trend in summer was 
towards vacations close to home. By caravanning 
trips within Germany, international corona risk areas 
could be avoided.

Conclusion

Overall, both sectors show similarly positive growth 
trends for comparable reasons. The resulting indus-
try activities are also similar. In contrast to the auto-
motive industry, for example, typical activities of a 
healthy market on a growth course can be identified 
in both the caravanning and the bicycle industry, 
which are described in the following current top 
stories. These include sales records, new investment 
and infrastructure projects and capital procurement 
projects. At the same time, especially at the begin-
ning of the corona crisis, both sectors suffered from 
delays and interruptions in their international supply 
chains, especially for parts supplied from China. It 
is essential to position ourselves to be more cri-
sis-proof in the future.

Canyon Bicycles GmbH with sales record
• Koblenz-based Canyon Bicycles GmbH ended the record fiscal year 2019/2020 with a 30% increase in sales 

and total revenues of €400 million. 
• At the same time the capital investor TSG Consumer Partners LLC plans to terminate its 5-year engagement 

with Canyon - a new equity partner is now to be won for the planned next growth phase.
• In this context, speculation is now also being made about a possible takeover of Canyon with a total volume 

of over €500 million: Bloomberg reports in this context of interest of the private equity heavyweights 
Carlyle and KKR.

Source: https://radmarkt.de/nachrichten / https://www.bloomberg.com

BMZ Group opens new logistics center with (lithium-ion) hazardous 
goods warehouser
•  After a planning and construction phase of about 3 years, the battery solution specialist BMZ Group is 

putting into operation a 7,000 m² high-bay warehouse for lithium-ion batteries with 12,000 pallet spaces, 
including a supermarket and a small parts warehouse. 

•  Due to the size of the facility and the nature of the goods to be stored, BMZ faced particular challenges in 
terms of fire and insurance protection and environmental regulations. 

•  Now a logistics center is being launched which, according to the BMZ, is probably the only facility of its 
kind in Germany approved by the VdS Schadenverhütung GmbH - with an extinguishing system for a 
high-bay warehouse with Li-ion batteries of various types and sizes fully accepted by the insurer. 

Source: https://radmarkt.de

JobRad now also for state officials in Baden-Württemberg
• Since 20.10.2020, Baden-Württemberg has been the first state in Germany to offer approximately 170,000 

civil servants and judges the opportunity to use bicycles and pedelecs within the framework of a service 
bike leasing scheme. 

• In the run-up to this, the amendment of the state salary law was necessary. Subsequently, the green-black 
state government entered into a cooperation with the service bike provider JobRad. 

• The leasing of company cars is carried out in the same way as the leasing of company cars: the monthly 
leasing installment is deducted from the gross salary, while users of company cars receive a tax advantage. 
The pecuniary advantage of private use must then be taxed accordingly. .

Source: www.pressebox.de / https://www.firmenauto.de

Canyon publishes concept study on hybrid of e-bike and car
• Under the name Future Mobility Concept, Canyon publishes a concept study for an e-bike based car-bike 

hybrid. 

• The goal of the Future Mobility Concept is to be able to move either on cycle paths or the road, depending 
on the traffic situation.

• The hybrid is to have a passenger capsule that protects against environmental influences and provides 
space for a child or transported goods in addition to the driver. The capsule can be opened if necessary. 

• With a range of 150 km, the vehicle should reach a top speed of 60 km/h. 

Source: https://www.welt.de

The current Top Stories Bicycles

https://radmarkt.de/nachrichten/rekordergebnis-canyon-bicycles-stellt-zukunftsweichen
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-10-21/canyon-bicycles-said-to-draw-takeover-interest-from-carlyle-kkr
https://radmarkt.de/nachrichten/bmz-group-neues-sicheres-logistikzentrum-fuer-li-ionen-gefahrgut
https://www.pressebox.de/pressemitteilung/jobrad-gmbh/Baden-Wuerttemberg-bringt-Dienstradangebot-JobBike-BW-an-den-Start/boxid/1028280
https://www.firmenauto.de/beamten-baden-wuerttemberg-ja-mir-san-mit-m-radl-da-11154646.html
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/webwelt/article215175242/Canyon-Future-Mobility-Concept-Mischung-aus-Auto-und-E-Bike.html
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Knaus Tabbert plans IPO
•  The camper and caravan builder Knaus Tabbert plans to go public (placement volume ~ 800 million €).
•  The goal is to generate approx. 20 million € with the IPO, which will be invested in an expansion of 

production.
•  In this context Knaus Tabbert announces the foundation of a further brand.  
•  Overall, Knaus Tabbert expects strong growth of more than 5% p.a. in the next five years. 

Source: https://www.promobil.de

Hymer to build chassis itself in future
• Motorhome manufacturer Hymer plans to build its own brand chassis in future.
• In this context, Hymer is relying more than before on a greater depth of added value and centralized 

production in order to be able to respond more flexibly to market requirements.
• For this purpose, a new building with a floor space of 3,100 m² is currently being constructed at the Bad 

Waldsee headquarters.

Source: https://www.promobil.de

Dethleffs digitalizes its parking space management
•  Dethleffs previously used hand scanners and paper lists for space management, which led to increased search effort and in 

extreme cases to delays in the production process.
•  To avoid this in the future, an app-based solution was developed together with SYFIT GmbH, a joint venture of Deutsche 

Telekom, which determines the GPS positions of the hand scanners used as soon as employees scan the barcodes on the vehicle. 
The data is transferred to a web-based administration portal and can be accessed via mobile devices and in the browser.

•  A rollout at other locations of the Hymer Group, to which Dethleffs belongs, is being planned.

Source: https://digitaler-mittelstand.de

The current Top Stories Caravanning

Bicycles
Production warehouse for bicycle assembly 
Concept and detailed planning
• Expansion of the existing production warehouse for bicycle 

assembly in view of future growth
• Definition of logistics processes
• Proposal for the best solution in terms of equipment (racks, 

forklifts) and IT system
• Project management, tendering and negotiations for the logistics 

facilities

Project „Supply Chain Preliminary Study“
• Conversion to direct deliveries from branches
• Reduced warehouse reach by adapting the delivery strategy of 

suppliers
• New central warehouse in the same region from 2023/24
• Extension of the useful life of the existing warehouse location by 

up to 4 years
• Connection option through new central warehouse location with 

the same level of technology as today

Caravanning
Logistics Audit
• Evaluation of current processes and the technology used in 

logistics
• As-is analysis and interviews of the process owners over several 

days
• Analysis of the found vulnerabilities
• Derivation of improvement approaches and classification according 

to cost-benefit ratio
• Identification of worthwhile starting points for improvement and 

prioritization
• Project descriptions for each solution approach

Plan data basis for site development
• Consistent and flexibly adaptable database for designing future 

structures
• Consideration of planned volume increases and structural changes
• Use of all available data (movement & inventory data, expert 

estimates, etc.) 
• Definition of type representatives
• Construction of a logistic quantity structure & material flow and 

extrapolation to target scenario
• Adjustment of the future Supply Mode (delivery mode) using the 

Supply Mode Tool
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Further information on our publications and events 
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…and we are also always available by telephone 
and online..
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